The history and future of melanoma staging.
The evolution and progressive refinement of an internationally accepted melanoma staging system over the last 50 years has resulted in much greater accuracy and increased utility, but the staging process has become more complex and less intuitive. This raises the question of whether melanoma staging should continue to develop with ever-increasing levels of complexity, or whether attempts should be made to produce an alternative system that is simpler and more intuitive. The current, TNM-based American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging system for melanoma incorporates only some of the prognostic factors of proven significance. However, the information that is now available about these and other, well-documented prognostic factors allows accurate prediction of an individual melanoma patient's prognosis using a computer-generated estimate. Thus an alternative staging strategy that could be considered in the future would be to use such an estimate to obtain a numerical score for each patient, based on all available information agreed to be of prognostic relevance. A stage grouping could then be assigned on the basis of that score, according to previously determined score ranges for each stage and substage. The advantages of such a system would be that it would allow more reliable comparison of treatment results within and between institutions, and would provide more equivalent stratification groups for patients entering clinical trials of new therapies and those entering adjuvant therapy trials. A further advantage would be that because there would be a direct link between staging and prognostic estimate, such a system would be more readily able to be understood in an intuitive fashion.